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QUESTION 1

To verify a file storage area, you log onto the machine where the Content Engine Server is installed and examine the
contents of the file storage area directory. This directory should contain which of the following objects? 

A. Two subdirectories -- content and inbound 

B. Three subdirectories -- content, inbound and outbound 

C. An XML file, named fn_stakefile, and two subdirectories, content and inbound 

D. An XML file, named fn_stakefile, and two subdirectories, inbound and outbound 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

For documents in which a date based property is a primary identifier, which type of partitioning will reduce query
retrieval time? 

A. Date partitioning. 

B. Index partitioning. 

C. Interval partitioning. 

D. Collection partitioning. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

FileNet Configuration Manager offers only one JDBC connection for an object store by default. What are 

the two ways of adding additional JDBC connections for object stores. 

(choose two.) 

A. It is not possible to create multiple JDBC data source. 

B. Configure a new JDBC data source using the application server console. 

C. Create a new profile, for the JDBC data source in FileNet Configuration Manager . 

D. Add New Task "Configure Object Store JDBC Data Sources" in FileNet Configuration Manager. 

E. The same JDBC data source will work for the preference object store. No need to create a new one. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 4

In which two of the following options should the Content Consistency Checker be used? 

A. If search templates arent working. 

B. After restoring a storage area from backup media. 

C. Totroubleshoot Fixed Content Device connectivity. 

D. If the IBM FileNet Content Platform Engine is performing slow. 

E. When users are unable to view the content of a document stored in a file storage area, even when they have view-
content permissions on thedocument. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

Due to a document class misconfiguration, documents are being stored in a database storage area instead of the
intended fixed content storage area. 

What two methods can be used to transfer existing content from the database storage area to the fixed content storage
area? 

A. Replication sweep job 

B. Move content API method 

C. Change class API method 

D. Bulk content move sweep job 

E. Content Engine Bulk Import Tool 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 6

IBM FileNet Content Manager administrators are looking at different ways to configure their Content Platform Engine
(CPE) for Active Directory (AD) failover by either specifying a list of host:port pairs or by using domain names. 

What is NOT true when choosing either method? 

A. The failover list consist of one or more host:port pairs, for example, dc1:389 dc2:389 dc3:389. 

B. The failover list method is useful when there is a preferred order of servers for the failover sequence. 

C. The domain name or multiple-IP address method uses the services of the DNS server and can require less
maintenance. 

D. The domain name or multiple-IP address method gets back a list of IP addresses and pings them all at the same
time, responding to each individually. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A company is building a solution and wants to restrict the choices for a field to choices defined by the design of the
application. 

Which data type can be used when creating a choice list? 

A. Float 

B. Integer 

C. Boolean 

D. DateTime 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

When creating an Isolated Region, which tool is used to initialize the Isolated Region? 

A. Process Designer. 

B. Process Administrator. 

C. FileNet Enterprise Manager. 

D. Process Configuration Console. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

How many database storage areas are allowed per object store? 

A. 1 

B. 5 

C. 10 

D. Unlimited 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10
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A company is designing the architecture of their new IBM FileNet Content Manager system. They need to determine
how best to scale their farm environment for their specific needs. 

What would be a valid reason they would want to choose to horizontally scale Content Platform Engine within a farm? 

A. To support increased workload requirements. 

B. A farm is required if you have over 500users. 

C. Passive Content Engines will increase user login times. 

D. Multiple application server vendors are supported in a farm. 

Correct Answer: A 

The Filenet Content Manager system components support enterprise-level scalability with a multitier, distributed
architecture. In particular, in order to accommodate various scalability needs, FileNet content manager offers both
vertical and horizontal scalability solutions. The vertical scalability of a server can be defined as its ability to handle
additional workload by the addition of a proportional amount of processing power. Horizontally scalable systems can
handle additional workload by increasing the size of the cluster as the workload increases 

 

QUESTION 11

Which answer is a primary element of the Content Engine event framework? 

A. System event. 

B. Event action handler. 

C. Custom event action. 

D. Subscription action handler. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the Composite Platform Installation Tool? 

A. A tool that allows you to install P8 components only. 

B. A tool that allows you to install P8 on multiple servers. 

C. A tool that allows you to install P8 components remotely. 

D. A tool that allows you to install P8 components on a single server, including the middleware applications such as the
database and web application server software. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13
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The system administrator for a large IBM FileNet Content Manager installation is seeing errors in the P8 

error log during high volume times. The error is as follows on an IBM WebSphere Application Server V7: 

Root Exception message:CORBA NO_RESPONSE 0x4942fb01 Maybe; nested exception is: 

org.omg.CORBA.NO_RESPONSE: Request 15 timed out vmcid: IBM minor code: B01 completed: 

Maybe Connection not available while invoking method createOrWaitForConnection for resource 

[DATASOURCE_NAME] 

What can the system administrator do to correct the error? 

A. Adjust the Fixed Content Device retention parameters. 

B. Modify the Content Engine Web Service Transport (CEWS). 

C. Increase the maximum connections for the JDBC connection pool. 

D. Adjust the Lightweight Third Party Authentication (LTPA) parameters. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference:http://www01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSNW2F_5.1.0/com.ibm.p8.ce.trouble.doc/p8pct018.htm?la
ng=en 

 

QUESTION 14

Why would you horizontally scale Content Engine in a farm? 

A. A farm is required if you have over 500 users. 

B. To support increased workload requirements. 

C. Passive Content Engines will increase user login times. 

D. Multiple application server vendors are supported in a farm. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which is the only supported transport protocol for the Content Engine .NET API? 

A. Enterprise Java Beans (EJB). 

B. Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE). 

C. Content Engine Web Services (CEWS). 

D. Representational State Transfer (REST). 
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Correct Answer: C 
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